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Publish Date: May 29, 2014 Source: Stanford Graduate School of Business It was 2005 and David Steiner, CEO of Waste Management (WM), just received a report from an internal advisory group created a few months before to assess the future of the waste management industry and suggest how the company's strategy needs to be adapted. The essence
of this report was to recommend the creation of a special unit in the company, chartered with the central aim of determining how to extract value from waste through new and innovative waste management technologies. Related topics: Newsletter Promo Summary and excerpts from recent books, special offers, and more from the Harvard Business Press
Review. The Fashion Me Now issue of beauty packaging is no joke, but what is even more troubling is our lax approach to recycling. We all threw a bottle of shampoo or two into a common basket of laziness and we all threw the lipstick tube, unsure whether they could be recycled at all. While we are recycling more and more as a nation, it is important that
we remember to recycle items from all over the house, explains Craig Stevens. In fact, while almost 90% of people in the UK claim to regularly recycle from the kitchen, only 52% say they regularly recycle from the bathroom, he says. Meet the expert Craig Stevens is a specialist in waste management and communication. He is the campaign manager for
recycle Now, the national waste recycling campaign in England. If we all pulled our weight a little bit more, it's wonderful what a difference we could make. Not only would less plastic end up in our landfills and oceans, but we would also reduce our global energy consumption. In fact, according to Recycle Now, recycling one plastic hair mist bottle will save you
enough energy to power a juicer for two minutes each day, and one recycled shower gel bottle will save you enough energy to toast nearly three rounds of bread. Of course, it's not as easy as appearing anymore in the designated bunker. First, you need to know which products can be recycled, as well as what you need to do with them to make them
recyclable. We found all this information and more for you below. Joe loves the Grapefruit Body Spray $55 Shop Contrary to popular belief you can actually recycle spray cans (just check if your collection service is taking them). They are usually made of tin steel or aluminum, both of which are fully recycled, but it is important that you make sure you can in
question completely empty. Don't try to pierce, crush or smooth can either, and remove any easily removable parts such as a lid or nozzle. The rest will be removed during the recycling process. Tata Harper Explaining Mask $72 Shop Just like your jam jars, recycling plants will take your glass bottles of cosmetics. As leftover skin care products can
contaminate the rest of the recyclables, make sure you give them a good rinse first. If the product inside is quite greasy, you may need to use soap or wash the liquid to get rid of any residue. Pop it into recycling with a lid still attached to reduce the risk of it getting lost. And only FYI: You can't recycle bottles of nail polish. You can always go even further and
invest in Tata Harper's skincare range- it comes housed in 100% recycled glass. Pureology Hydrate Shampoo $29.50 Shop Plastic Skin Care Tubes and Shampoo Bottles are some of the most common beauty containers we have lying around the house, so making sure they get recycled properly is essential. First, leave the labels on-it will help the recycling
team determine what bottle is used for the home, in case it could have contaminated the plastic. Screw the lids back, too, as this will ensure that they get recycled. Also, be sure to give the tube a nice clean. And finally, crush the bottles down to save space. To get the final dregs from the shampoo bottle, almost to boil the water works very well. GHD Gold
Styler $199 Shop When it comes to electrical items, first develop if the item is still in working order, as often charities will accept used hair tools. If it's completely broken, it's likely you'll be able to recycle it, but you may need to take it to a specific center- just to test the potential of your local recycling plant first. Boots Cotton Wool Pads $2 Shop Although they
are not accepted in your recycling, items such as cotton buds and cardboard cotton sticks can be composted with the rest of your kitchen waste. MAC Matte Lipstick in Ruby Woo $19 store makeup items such as lipstick Eye shadow pans, and mascara sticks, where things get a little tricky, since it is unlikely you will find a recycling plant that will take them.
What you can do, however, is check if the brand has its own recycling scheme. MAC does with its Back to MAC scheme. If you take six empty MAC containers in one of their stores, they will recycle them for you. You will also get to choose free lipstick as a It's a win-win. Left: Reuven Afanador/Corbis Plan; right: Courtesy of the subject I was born a poor black
child. It's a line from Jerk that always resonates with me, mainly because I was born a poor black child. And I hated being poor. I'm sure my grandmother Lorraine (aka Nana) did too, but she was good at doing with what she did. She raised me in the South Bronx on food stamps, government cheese and a lot of love. I owe her everything. Some of the things
she taught me growing up clicked at once: the importance of education, being a self-employed woman, believing that you can achieve everything you put your mind on. These lessons served me well. I got a scholarship to a prestigious Westminster boarding school in Connecticut. I went to Yale University. And then yada, yada, yada, here I am, at 35, a
successful working actress with a great husband, a sweet midcentury California ranch in Glendale (with trees, my own trees, two 100-year-old oaks the size of An Avatar) and a cute rescue mix. I've managed to have some influence in the development of Jasmine, whom I play on NBC's Parenthood, to help create a black female character not based on
stereotypes (rarely than we'd like to think). It's a good thing I wasn't too involved to be into my grandmother. I don't even want to think about where I'd be if I didn't think. But some lessons took longer to penetrate my wax ears. With all this talk about Going Green, Buying Green, Living Green, and Green being new anything, I came to realize that although we
didn't have green, my grandmother was actually the greenest person I ever knew. Nana never talked about protecting the environment or energy independence. It has never brought up pollution or deforestation or toxic waste dumps. Instead, it harangued us waste no, do not want, which is basically the original version of reduction, reuse, recycling, three R,
which has since hammered into all our heads. For Nana, it was not about saving the planet, but about saving money. Turn off those lights and use God's light- we are not affiliated with Con Ed! She was always screaming when the light was left or used during the day in our two-bedroom apartment on the fifth floor of the housing project. I didn't see what was
going on. It's just light. Who cared if he was on while I was in another room? Of course, when you're not alone on super-hard fixed income paying bills and putting food on the table, your priorities are different. I'd be reluctant to abide by, wondering: What if we were involved with Con Edison? Can I do what I wanted then? She would give me back empty
bottles and buzzards to the local bodega for a refund. After a while he would add up to a few dollars which I could save and on candy, pizza, and arcade. Nice when I got the money, but the pain is in to haul a big bag of garbage down the street. Street. as I carried a sign that said: Hey! We're broke! Interestingly, I stumbled over being broke in an environment
where no one had money. But since I didn't see many kids my age doing this, although I'm sure they were- I felt like I was the only one. We have kept every plastic and paper grocery bag. I don't remember re-ing them at the supermarket, but they always came in handy for something: garbage bags, cat boxes liners, my stash of discarded Brussels sprouts.
The worst thing was when I had to use them as tutorial covers. It seemed that everyone else got cool, shiny ones. I had brown paper bags over my books. I hated him. I wanted to be like the rest of the class. Only now can I appreciate the sheer simplicity of the brown paper book cover. Who wants to be like everyone else? Two-litre bottles of soda used to be
black plastic bottoms. Nana will remove this part for use as plant pots, as they have small holes that are allowed for good drainage. I always wondered how she saw this potential in a bottle of soda. She had a green thumb. (I have a black death thumb. Her plants made our Section 8-funded apartment feel home-made and warm, despite the burnt-out
buildings nearby-feature the Bronx in the 70s because slumlords set fire to them for insurance money. Nana saved the preparation of fat and oil. Empty margarine containers became Tupperware - and God help you if she spotted one in the bin. As the bars of the soap whittled down, Nana added leftovers to a jar with a little water. When the remedies got very,
very low, she used the mixture instead of washing powder or dishwashing liquid. Even toilet paper can cause her anger. What, do you have teeth on? She yelled at me after the trip to the bathroom. Stop using so much damn toilet paper! Now all that makes sense. But at the time, it was a constant reminder of what we didn't have. Not to mention that while
attending boarding school and Yale with some of the country's richest kids, I'm tired of being something that's always missing. My reason for going to Ivy was to someday make lots of money so that Nana and I would never want for anything. But when she died halfway through my first year, I lost the drive to stay there. The path to sustainable development:
The 18-year-old writer with her beloved grandmother in 1992; it was followed by her flossy period, circa 2002; and in 2011, the composting, hybrid driving Joy Opportunity model arrived right when I needed an escape plan. I took the chance and jumped off the ship. Maybe I could make a living figuring out my life, up to this point was focused on relentless
study, high achievement hobbies (dance, music), and finding the next scholarship opportunity. For two years, I hurtled up a few income brackets and was making more money than I ever saw. Saw. that I knew what to do with it. Well, I had a hint: follow Nana's example, saving. But of course I didn't. I was rich, bitch! I didn't have to pinch a penny anymore. I
pretty much threw everything Nana taught me about thrift and profligacy right out the window as soon as I got my own place in Manhattan. I wouldn't have been caught dead returning the bottles for a refund. I didn't have to change the dummy anymore. I would leave on every switch, day or night, in my apartment just because I could. The screw of God's light!
And I used a lot of toilet paper. The more money I make, the more wasteful I became. I was a super thread. Not that there's something wrong with being flossy if that's how you roll. But for me it was more to do with my self-esteem than my style. I could afford to look as cool as I always wanted and it made me cool. Nana was only able to buy me a few pairs of
shoes at the time, and a less impressive wardrobe. Now I had a closet full of shoes stuffed in a closet full of clothes. I could wear that blinged out of the watch, although I couldn't tell the real diamond of cubic zirconia. And I was pushing this huge SUV with 23-inch drives just to fly, even though I didn't know anything about the rims. Yes, I was hot shit. And he
felt... Well done? For just over 10 years I have swung from one end of the spectrum to the other. Fortunately, the pendulum began to slow down. A lot of things woke me up. I realized I needed to stop fronting. In the middle of trying to sort yourself out, Nana's conservation methods came rushing to me. That was a few years ago. I was at a women's surf-andyoga in Bali. Over lunch of fresh fish, tempeh, fried vegetables, and coconut water prepared by two wonderful Indonesian women who cooked more food for us in a day than they probably did for themselves in a week, some of my fellow holidaymakers began discussing global warming. They were throwing around numbers and numbers that meant little to
me, but I was surprised to get heated, and, well, political. The truth is that we raped and plundered this planet enough, I told these women who seemed as shocked by my frankness as I was. We were wasteful and disrespectful. I remembered watching late, the great Kurt Vonnegut in real time with Bill Maher pondering that the Earth's immune system was
trying to get rid of us.... We have a disease on the face of this planet. That's when I thought of my Nana. She wasn't trying to be a warrior princess on Earth. She remembered the economic necessity. Because of the penny she saved, I was able to go to the circus every time he came to town, and chocolate malt on our annual visit to Coy Island, and see a
Christmas show at Radio City Music Hall. She scrimped and saved to give me which I will never forget, and fake for me, out of sad circumstances and loss, hard but at times even golden gold This mindfulness - call it thrift or environmental consciousness, whatever you choose, whether you are rich or humble - is what matters. Perhaps if people remembered
this, the environment, the world and its citizens would be in a better state. As for me, I gave the drives away and rented a hybrid. I've amassed my own Tupperware collection. I only buy recycled toilet paper. I'm even compost, by the way. None of this makes me a candidate for the Nobel Peace Prize, but this is just the beginning. Perhaps most importantly, I
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